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Aurélie

Aurélie is a player character played by Immortal Cyan.

Aurélie
Species: Helashio
Gender: Woman

Year of Birth: YE 35
Organization: Starfighter Pilot
Occupation: Star Army of Yamatai

Rank: Santô Hei
Current Placement: YSS Ryūjō

Physical Description

Height: 4’5”
Mass: 120 Lbs.
Measurements: 32H-25.2-48.8

Aurélie is a short and amply-built Helashio woman with a plump and pear-shaped bodily profile with a
distinctive and protruding rear. She has a round facial silhouette, with plump cheeks, full lips, and a soft,
button nose. Her skin tone is light pink and her hair is grey-white in color. The irises of her proportionally
large and doe-like eyes are purple, which contrasts starkly with her skin tone. Aurélie’s purple eyes are
framed by her tightly groomed eyebrows, which have a subtly curved1) shaped.

Aurélie normally wears her hair with it swept mostly to one side2).

Her ears are heavily coated with fur that matches her hair color. They are perched on top of her skull.
She has a thick, hairless, and, light pink prehensile tail that is three feet in length.

Personality

Aurélie approaches her work with a committed and persistent mindset. She has few areas of expertise,
but she strives to be a master in the professions and skills that she sets her attention on. As such, Aurélie
has a razor-sharp focus and patience.

Aurélie is an extreme introvert. However, on account of her past as a slave, whenever she is directly
approached she is sweet and sociable, regardless of who she is addressed by.

She is very good at taking orders and instruction. Although she tends to interpret commands literally, she
performs her duties efficiently and without complaint. In spite of her introversion, she is collaborative and
easy to work with.
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History

Created in late YE 35, Aurélie is Helashio ‘birthright’ slave that was created to fill the role of a manual
laborer and a technician. In early YE 36, her mistress, Bara’lped ‘Rain’ Rezan died suddenly in her house.
The suspicious circumstances surrounding her mistress's death forced Aurélie to retreat from Lor in order
to avoid prosecution. Aurélie smuggled herself on board a cargo transport that was headed to Yamatai.
After her Slave Control Device was deactivated by the immigration authorities, she decided to pursue
citizenship and source of steady labor.

In order to gain her citizenship, she enlisted in the Star Army of Yamatai. On account of her past as a
slave and her Helashio physiology, Aurélie passed through basic training with no trouble. After
completing basic training, she opted into training as a pilot.

Because she had little familiarity with fighter craft or ingrained knowledge, Aurélie struggled through
flight training. However, Aurélie graduated on time and was stationed on the YSS Ryūjō.

Skills Learned

Aurélie has the following notable skills:

Star Army Common Skills
Starship Operations: Aurélie is trained to operate all Yamataian starfighter craft in live combat
with no supervision.

Social Connections

Aurélie is connected to:

Bara’lped ‘Rain’ Rezan (Former Mistress, Deceased)

Inventory & Finance

Aurelie has the Star Army Standard Issue Items.

Finances

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3,000 KS Starting Funds

Confirmed Kills/Medals
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Confirmed Kills
Total 1

Mission 2.1 - Breadcrumbs 1 Fighter

OOC Information

In the case ximmortalxbeauty becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? YES

Character Data
Character Name Aurélie
Character Owner Immortal Cyan
Character Status Active Player Character
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Pilot
SAOY Assignment YSS Ryūjō
Orders Orders

1)

See Curved in Chart
2)
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